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Abstract
Increasing racial diversity among police officers is frequently posed as
a way to increase the effectiveness of policing. We estimate the im-
pact of racially representative law enforcement on people’s perceptions
of policing and willingness to violate the law in an experimental setting.
Subjects are asked to imagine that they are driving through a real but
unnamed city in the United States and are provided with demographic
information about the city and its police department. They are incen-
tivized to reach their destination quickly but have the probability of
receiving a speeding ticket based on their speed and real-life ticketing
practices in that city. We find that Black subjects believe there is a
higher probability of punishment than White subjects regardless of the
police department’s racial composition. The speed chosen by White sub-
jects is more context dependent than it is for Black subjects. White sub-
jects drive fastest when police departments do not racially represent the
population, while Black subjects choose approximately the same speeds
in all conditions.
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1 Introduction

Following the shooting of Michael Brown by a Ferguson police officer in December 2014,

President Obama gave 11 internationally recognized law enforcement experts 90 days to

identify “best practices and [offer] recommendations on how policing practices can promote

effective crime reduction while building public trust.”1 One of the central recommendations of

this group, the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, was that the demographics of

police departments should reflect the demographics of the communities they serve (Ramsey

and Robinson, 2015). In general, the need for diversity in law enforcement is viewed as

self-evident by many researchers and practitioners (e.g., Linos, 2017). There is also quasi-

experimental evidence that changes in the racial composition of the police can affect rates

of victimization, arrests, and use of force (e.g., McCrary, 2007; Hoekstra and Sloan, 2022;

Harvey and Mattia, 2022). It is further possible that the diversity of a police department

could influence individuals’ willingness to break the law.

There are multiple pathways linking police demographics and individual criminal behav-

ior, meaning that controlled laboratory experiments, which can isolate different theoretical

mechanisms, can provide meaningful insight into the impact that hiring and retention poli-

cies that alter the composition of law enforcement might have. In this paper, we provide

experimental evidence on the impact that such a policy change might have on one aspect

of the criminal environment: people’s propensity to speed. In the experiment, Black and

White subjects were provided information about the demographics of a real, unnamed city

in the United States and its police department. Subjects were randomly presented with one

of four contexts: a majority White police department in a majority White city, a majority

non-White police department in a majority White city, a majority White police department

in a majority non-White city, or a majority non-White police department in a majority

non-White city.

Subjects were told to imagine that they were driving through an area in this city where the

1See https://cops.usdoj.gov/ric/ric.php?page=detailid=COPS-P311 for the specific statement of task.
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speed limit was 45 miles per hour (mph). While they were incentivized to drive quickly, they

risked paying a fixed fine if they were ticketed. The exact ticketing probability was unknown

to subjects, but they were told that it was based on ticketing data we had collected from

the police department in that city, which included details about drivers in that city who

had been ticketed for speeding, the subject’s own characteristics, and their chosen speed.

Subjects reported how fast they wanted to drive and their expectations of being punished

with a ticket. If they believed that their race, the racial composition of the police department,

and the racial composition of the city were independent of the probability that they received

a ticket, then their speed and their willingness to break the law (i.e., drive above the speed

limit) should be the same regardless of which of the four contexts they were presented with.

The same should be true for their beliefs about the probability of receiving a ticket.

We find that Black subjects chose to drive roughly 46 mph in all treatment conditions. On

average, White subjects drove 49 mph, which was significantly higher than Black subjects.

Moreover, White subjects’ driving choices were context dependent. They drove faster in

places where law enforcement was not racially representative compared to places where law

enforcement was representative. As a result, racially representative police departments had

overall lower rates of speeding; this was driven by the behavior of White subjects.

We can differentiate between multiple theoretical mechanisms linking subject race, police

department race, and speeding: the expected probability of punishment at different speeds,

preferences over uncertain monetary payoffs, and non-financial costs of police interaction. We

find that Black subjects anticipated a higher probability of ticketing than White subjects

at all but the fastest speeds. At the same time, we do not find consistent evidence that

expectations of punishment vary across experimental conditions for Black or White subjects.

We construct a simple model to predict subjects’ expected utility given their speed decision,

degree of risk aversion, and expected probability of receiving a ticket. Based on subjects’

degree of risk aversion, and assuming a basic constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility

function, differences in the expected financial payoff associated with speeding cannot explain
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the racial gap in speed. One explanation of this finding is that our model failed to capture the

non-financial costs involved with (imagining) interacting with police officers and that Black

subjects expected those costs to be higher than White subjects. This gap in expected non-

financial costs is largest in non-representative departments, where White subjects appear to

anticipate the smallest non-financial utility loss.

In a later round of the experiment, subjects were told that they would be making a

second speeding decision. They had the opportunity to decide if they wanted to drive in the

city from the first round or drive in a different one. We elicited information about how much

they were willing to pay to learn pieces of information about the new city and find that

Black subjects were willing to pay more to learn about the new city than White subjects

regardless of the type of information. Importantly, Black subjects were willing to pay 167%

more than White subjects to learn about the racial composition of the police department. In

addition, 12% of the Black subjects claimed to think about the race of police officers while

making their speed decision, which was twice as many as White subjects.

If Black subjects are more willing to pay for information about the police department’s

racial composition and report thinking about police officers’ race more, one would expect

that they would respond to racial information about the police by changing their speed in the

different conditions. However, we find little evidence that they do. One explanation is that

Black subjects feel the most prepared or able to make good decisions when they have more

information about the setting—known as ambiguity aversion. While this information may

not affect their ultimate decision, it could affect how comfortable they feel with their choice.

Therefore, they are willing to pay to be more informed and contemplate the information

they receive but do not necessarily change their actions. This is, however, just one theory,

which we did not a priori incorporate into our experiment. The potential difference in

ambiguity aversion across race, and how it relates to policing, is an important subject of

future research.2

2We acknowledge that less than 15% of our Black sample reported thinking about officer race or were
willing to pay the most for this information; however, this is a much larger percentage compared to White
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Our results are consistent with the findings of McCrary (2007) and Tyler (1990) in that

more representative police departments are places where more people obey the law. Our novel

finding is that, in contrast to the mechanisms implied by some psychological theories of legal

compliance, the reduction in law breaking is driven by White drivers; White subjects happen

to report having the most trust in police and being less cognizant of the racial composition

of law enforcement. Black drivers both perceived a higher expected non-financial cost of

police interaction and were less responsive to variation in the context of that interaction.

In a follow-up survey, we found evidence that Black respondents consistently expected that

Black drivers would be treated worse than White respondents expected White drivers to be

treated. Black respondents expected that Black drivers would be treated better by White

police officers in predominately non-White cities than in White cities, and by Black officers

than White officers in any city context. The White respondents’ expectations of treatment

were less dependent on context. The contrast between our survey results and our experiment

suggests that differing expectations of treatment may not map directly into differences in

incentivized behavior.

By using an experiment, we can control what information is and is not shared with par-

ticipants as well as choose the agents involved in our study. In addition, we can directly

measure beliefs and attitudes, which is rarely possible outside of an experimental and survey

setting. Last, with observational data, researchers are typically limited to data on percep-

tions of police from those who came into contact with the justice system (e.g., the Police

Public Contact Survey). However, with an experiment, we can observe the behavior of all

participants. As the quality and availability of administrative records on policing increases,

we hope that the online experimental framework presented here, which focuses on citizens’

beliefs and behaviors, can continue to be used to study other topics in crime and policing.

The rest of paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some of the central

papers that motivate and contextualize our experiment. Section 3 more specifically models

subjects, who do appear to be responsive to the racial composition of the police department.
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how race and perceptions of police bias can influence criminal behavior. Section 4 describes

our experimental design and how it allows us to measure preferences for risky decisions and

police contact. Section 5 describes the characteristics and choices made by subjects and

provides evidence that randomization was successful. Section 6 presents our results, and

Section 7 concludes with a discussion of the implications of the results.

2 Background

There are many reasons why a police department’s racial composition should reflect the

racial composition of its jurisdiction. Commonly cited ones include improving the quality of

officer interactions with civilians, improving the public’s trust in the police, and increasing

the police’s ability to reduce crime. In this section we briefly summarize key findings from

economics, and broader social science, in these three areas.

2.1 Race and Police Interactions

A growing body of research in economics has studied the extent to which police officers’

interactions with civilians may depend on the officer’s race and, in some cases, the race

of the civilian. McCrary (2007) presents evidence that the fraction of arrestees who are

Black declines after police departments are ordered to hire more Black officers. Ba et al.

(2021) find that Black and Hispanic officers, along with female officers of any racial or

ethnic category, resolve encounters in less punitive ways than White male officers. Hoekstra

and Sloan (2022) also find evidence that Black officers are less likely to use force than

White officers when responding to calls for service. Some of these patterns may be due

to a comparative advantage in understanding and responding to same- versus cross-race

encounters. For example, Antonovics and Knight (2009) find that the latter are more likely

to result in searches. To the extent that the alignment of the racial composition of the police

department with the population leads to less police intrusion into private lives without
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increasing the crime rate (McCrary, 2007), this suggests that such departmental changes in

the racial composition of officers can increase policing efficiency.

2.2 Race and Trust in the Police

Given the frequent recurrence of high-profile incidents of police brutality in the United

States, some Americans do not have complete confidence in the police. In addition, there

is a stark gap in how much Black and White Americans trust the police. A Gallup poll,

conducted after George Floyd’s murder by Minneapolis police officers, reports that 56% of

White respondents felt very confident that their local police would treat them respectfully

and courteously, while only 18% of Black respondents felt the same.3 The Black-White gap

in trust was smaller before George Floyd’s murder, but the lower levels of trust that Black

Americans have in the police is a persistent phenomenon.4

In addition to the history of high-profile cases of police mistreatment of people of color,

another possible reason for the long-standing difference in trust is the relative concentration

of White men working as police officers. When police departments are racially diverse,

this can signal the value that this particular government agency places on people from

different racial groups. That signal alone may can increase public trust in law enforcement

(see Kyprianides et al., 2021a; Theobald and Haider-Markel, 2008; Desmond, Papachristos

and Kirk, 2016). Moreover, to the extent that race is not correlated with an individual’s

preferences or innate suitability to be a police officer, we would not expect over- or under-

representation of police officers of any particular group, in the absence of biased practices.

When police officers are not racially representative and civilians believe this to be the result

of biased hiring practices, they may expect that those same biases may affect how police

officers interact with them.

3See https://news.gallup.com/poll/316571/black-americans-police-retain-local-presence.aspx.
4See https://news.gallup.com/poll/352304/black-confidence-police-recovers-2020-low.aspx.
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2.3 Race and Reduction of Crime

Under the standard Becker model of criminal behavior (Becker, 1968), a rational actor’s

decision to engage in crime is based on perceptions of the probability of punishment and

the severity of punishment. Holding the severity of punishment fixed, actors should be less

likely to commit a crime as the probability of punishment increases. It is possible that

the (perceived) probability of punishment depends on the racial composition of the police

department. As we will show in the next section, in the Becker model the relationship

between the racial composition of the police force and criminal behavior is theoretically

ambiguous. After identifying the different ways that expectations about treatment could

affect speeding in the model, we will briefly summarize some of the relevant research in

economics, sociology, and law that has studied each specific channel.

3 A Simple Model of Speeding, Police, and Race

Suppose that the expected utility associated with driving at s mph for individual i is

E[Ui(s)] = pi(s)Stopped
ri + [1− pi(s)]Reward(s)ri , (1)

where pi(s) is the probability that individual i believes they will be stopped and ticketed if

they drive s mph, Stoppedri is their utility associated with being stopped and ticketed by the

police, and Reward(s)ri is their utility associated with driving s mph and not being stopped.

We allow for variation across individuals in their tolerance for risk, with i’s coefficient of

relative risk aversion being defined as 1− ri.5 When given the choice to drive between 0 and

S mph, a rational driver will choose to drive s∗ mph, where s∗ satisfies

p′(s∗)/(ri[1− pi(s
∗)]) = Reward′(s∗)/[Reward(s∗)− Stoppedri ]. (2)

5To simplify this illustrative model and make it consistent with our experiment, we are assuming a fixed
financial penalty for being ticketed, which allows for a more direct interpretation of our results. However, in
the United States the penalty for speeding is typically a function of how fast the driver was traveling.
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The left hand side of this optimality condition reflects how much increasing speed would

increase the probability of detection, scaled by the individual’s tolerance for risk and their

expected probability of not getting punished. The right hand side captures the increased

reward associated with driving a bit faster, which is scaled by the absolute expected reward

minus the lost utility associated with being stopped. Intuitively, people who think that the

probability of getting punished will be higher the faster they drive will choose a lower speed,

ceteris paribus. Similarly, optimal speed will go up as tolerance for risk increases, people’s

concern about increased ticketing probability falls, and the utility loss associated with being

ticketed, Stoppedri , declines in magnitude.

Equation 2 also clarifies how the expectation of “bias” on the part of police officers could

impact lawbreaking and highlights how a police department’s racial composition could affect

a driver’s optimal choice of speed. More specifically, if Black or White drivers think that the

demographics of a police department constitute a signal about the relevance of racial bias

in police decisions, the impact on chosen optimal speed is theoretically ambiguous. This is

because there are many plausible ways that bias might impact an officer’s actions, and each

of those ways has different implications for a driver’s optimal speed.

It is possible that Black drivers could believe their absolute probability of being ticketed,

p(.), by a non-representative department is higher than for White drivers, this type of bias

will tend to reduce their optimal speed relative to White drivers. It is also possible that the

racial composition of the police department leads some Black drivers to think they will be

ticketed no matter what they do, meaning that there is a weak relationship between their

speed and ticketing probability; this type of biased policing lowers p′(s∗), increasing their

optimal speed. Finally, if the police department’s racial composition affects the utility loss

associated with being pulled over, Stoppedri , then that could affect chosen speeds, too. For

instance, if Black drivers are more averse to being stopped by White officers than non-White

officers, this relatively lower utility when stopped by a White officer will lead to lower optimal

speeds in areas with a predominantly White police force.
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Existing research on police bias has generally focused on one of these three mechanisms

in isolation—racial differences in beliefs about the probability of being stopped, racial differ-

ences in beliefs about how speeding affects the probability of being stopped, or the expected

disutility of police encounters across civilian race. We will review some of these papers in

the subsections that follow. In our laboratory environment, we can test for differences in

each of these three parameters across White and Black subjects.

3.1 Race and the Absolute Probability of Punishment

There is a large body of empirical evidence in support of the negative relationship between

changes in the probability of detection and criminal behavior (see Nagin, 2013). Specific

examples of this include policies that increase the number of police in an area (Evans and

Owens, 2007; Di Tella and Schargrodsky, 2004; Draca, Machin and Witt, 2011), expan-

sions of forensic databases (Anker, Doleac and Landersø, 2021), and improvements in police

surveillance technology (Alexandrie, 2017). This relationship has also been identified in lab-

oratory settings, where the probability of punishment was manipulated experimentally (e.g.,

Harbaugh, Mocan and Visser, 2011; Laske, Saccardo and Gneezy, 2018). If different groups

of people hold different beliefs about the underlying probability that the same actions will

lead to police contact, then it directly follows that people who anticipate a higher probability

that breaking the law will result in punishment will choose to engage in less rule-violating

behavior.

The impact of officer race on the probability of punishment, conditional on behavior, is

difficult to directly test since actual criminal behavior is rarely observed by the researcher.

However, some evidence suggests that Black civilians might perceive that the overall prob-

ability of punishment, p(s), is relatively lower in police departments with more non-White

officers. Goncalves and Mello (2021) show evidence that Black officers are less likely than

White officers to issue statistically improbable concentration of tickets just below the cutoffs

for larger fines for White versus Black drivers. McCrary (2007) and Ba et al. (2021) present
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aggregate and individual-level evidence that Black officers may be less likely to arrest Black

people than White officers. More generally, Antonovics and Knight (2009) present evidence

that police officers are less likely to search people who share their racial identity. Therefore,

if Black civilians are aware of these trends, they may believe that their chances of being

punished are higher with White officers.

Based on these studies and our model, if Black drivers believe p(s) is higher in predom-

inantly White police departments, then we would expect Black drivers to drive slower in

the places those departments patrol, ceteris paribus. By the same logic, White drivers may

believe p(s) is higher in police departments that are predominantly non-White. In that case,

they would drive faster in places with more White officers, ceteris paribus.

3.2 Race and the Relationship Between Speed and the Probability

of Punishment

The belief that the probability of being stopped by the police should go up as a driver’s speed

increases is related to the idea of distributive justice (i.e., p′(s∗) >0), a central component

of police legitimacy and legal compliance (Tyler and Fagan, 2008). If people expect to be

treated unfairly and receive a ticket even in the absence of criminal behavior (i.e., if they

anticipate a weak relationship between their speed and ticketing probability), the marginal

cost of lawbreaking reduces and the probability of an individual engaging in crime increases.

Iyengar (2008) presents some empirical evidence consistent with this idea, in that people

who face life sentences for any felony are, on average, more likely to commit more serious

offenses than those whose expected cost of punishment is an increasing function of crime

severity.

Engel (2005) finds that Black drivers are more likely than White drivers to report dis-

tributive injustice during interactions with police officers, suggesting that p′(s∗) may be

lower for Black people. The implications of this for police personnel policy are less clear—

Engel (2005) finds little evidence that perceptions of distributive justice vary by the race
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of the officer who the driver interacted with. Given Engel (2005) and our model, we may

not observe Black or White drivers responding to non-White officers differently than White

officers. However, Black drivers may drive faster than White drivers if Black drivers believe

p′(s∗) is lower than White drivers do, ceteris paribus.

3.3 Race and the Experience of Being Policed

Another important component of our model is Stoppedri , the cost to the subject of being

stopped by police. To simplify our analysis, in our experiment the financial penalty asso-

ciated with being stopped was fixed and is paid out of the subject’s endowment.6 We note

that there may be other, non-financial, costs associated with being stopped by police that

may involve the racial identity of the driver and officer. These costs are not included in our

model.

Black people may, on average, expect the experience of being stopped by a police officer

to be more fraught than White people do. Text analysis of transcribed conversations between

police officers and drivers have found that police use more informal and suspicious language

when interacting with Black drivers (Voigt et al., 2017). In many jurisdictions, Black drivers

are also more frequently stopped, searched, and subjected to force by police (Knox, Lowe

and Mummolo, 2020; Hoekstra and Sloan, 2022). Consistent with this, qualitative research

suggests that Black men have high levels of concern about the experience of being stopped

by the police, over and above any official punishment (Pickett, Graham and Cullen, 2022;

Hagan, Shedd and Payne, 2005; Brunson and Weitzer, 2009). Research on “the talk” suggests

that Black and White parents prepare their children for potentially unfair police encounters

in different ways. Black and White parents emphasize the need to be alert, submissive, and

passive, but Black parents frame this response as necessary to survive a potentially fatal

encounter (Cintron et al., 2019). White people also may be more willing to accept official

justifications for police use of force, specifically, that force was necessary and appropriate
6This may be a departure from the real world, as Goncalves and Mello (2021) find that Black drivers

may face higher financial penalties for being stopped than White drivers going similar speeds.
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rather than evidence of bias, than Black people (Jefferson, Neuner and Pasek, 2021).

Overall, the importance of racial identity on experiences with the police is not a simple

story. In fact, some qualitative literature suggests that the significance of racial identity can

be overstated. For example, there is evidence that White people, particularly White men,

also experience unfair treatment by the police, with some studies even arguing that their

concern level is similar to that of Black people (Carr, Napolitano and Keating, 2007). In

addition, it is possible that drivers may expect the racial composition of an area to affect

their treatment as much, or more, than their own identity, with both White and Black

people expecting worse treatment in neighborhoods that are predominantly Black (Brunson

and Weitzer, 2009).

Existing research also points to some scope for the racial identity of police officers to

impact a civilian’s expected disutility of being stopped, even in the case where the ultimate

outcome of the encounter for Black and White subjects was identical—a concept related,

but not identical, to the Tyler (1990) concept of procedural justice. Levin and Thomas

(1997) find that both Black and White subjects are more likely to say that a video of White

officers arresting a Black person represented police misconduct than when shown a video of

Black officers arresting a Black person. More recently, Davies et al. (2021) find that subjects

exposed to images of Black police officers are more likely to report that police officers are

approachable and would treat them with respect. Black subjects, in particular, report police

as less favorable when shown images of White officers. Kyprianides et al. (2021b) find that

people (specifically unhoused people) are more likely to express a desire to cooperate with

the police if the respondents reported previous interactions with an officer who shared an

identity (e.g., race, ethnicity, or gender) with them.

Surveys of offenders find that those who recall interacting with a police officer of the

same race were more likely to express an intent to avoid crime in the future (Baker, 2018).

However, survey and qualitative data, reviewed in Bullock et al. (2017), do not universally

suggest that changing the racial or ethnic composition of the police force will affect either
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perceptions of legitimacy or compliance, with some ethnographic studies even suggesting that

Black officers are viewed with more suspicion by Black residents (Weitzer, 2000). Brunson

and Gau (2015) point out that the magnitude of the impact of an individual officer’s race, or

even the racial makeup of a specific department, on a civilian’s perception of police legitimacy

may simply be too small to be consequential when situated in the broader context of race

and policing in the United States.

Consequently, it is unclear if drivers will respond differently to a predominantly White

police department compared to a predominantly non-White one. However, if our subjects

behave consistently with the literature on Black-White differences in being stopped, then

our prediction is that Black drivers will drive slower than White drivers because they have

a higher disutility of being stopped. However, existing research produces contradictory

predictions about whether Black or White drivers will drive faster or slower in different racial

contexts. Our study therefore brings experimental evidence to bear on whether the current

racial composition of a police force can affect beliefs about the probability of punishment

and willingness to break the law.

4 Experimental Design

In the previous section, we covered three different channels through which race could affect

speeding choice. Keeping these in mind, the experiment consisted of four rounds and a

post-experiment survey, where all subjects were asked a series of questions asking them to

reflect on their experience during the experiment. Screenshots of key parts of the experiment

can be found in the Appendix, and screenshots of the full experiment are available on the

authors’ websites.
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4.1 Round 1: First Speeding Simulation

In this first round, we elicited subjects’ realized value of s∗. Subjects were asked to imagine

that they were driving five miles to a grocery store through City A in an area where the

speed limit was 45 mph.7 They then indicated how fast they wished to travel from 0 to 100

mph. They were incentivized to reach their destination quickly but risked receiving a costly

ticket. More specifically, those who did not receive a ticket earned 3 experimental currency

units (ECUs) multiplied by their speed. Those who did receive a ticket did not have the

opportunity to earn 3 ECUs multiplied by their speed; instead, they lost 60 ECUs.8

Subjects were informed that the probability of them receiving a ticket would depend

on their speed, their characteristics, the characteristics of City A and its police department,

ticketing information we had about real drivers in City A, and information about real drivers’

tendency to speed. However, the exact probability that subjects received a ticket would never

be disclosed to them. While subjects were not told which of their personal characteristics

would be used to calculate the ticketing probability, they were reminded that they shared

information about themselves when they created their Prolific account and were informed

that we would collect information about them at the end of the experiment.9

We chose two cities in the United States to describe to subjects. These cities were chosen

because their police departments provided us with data on speeding tickets and the racial

composition of their employees. One police department was majority White, and the other

was majority non-White. The populations of both cities could be truthfully described in

a way that signaled it to be either majority White or majority non-White. As such, the

7We conducted a pilot study where the speed limit was 35 mph and the demographics of the city were
not mentioned. We later decided to increase the speed limit so that speeding might be perceived as less
dangerous and included citizen demographics so that subjects did not have to guess whether the city was
predominantly White.

8At the beginning of the experiment, subjects completed a comprehension quiz to check to see that they
understood how ECUs would be converted to dollars. In return, they were given a bonus of 60 ECUs. This
was in addition to their completion fee. Therefore, even if a subject did receive a ticket and were fined 60
ECUs, they never left the experiment with less than the completion fee.

9When users create an account on Prolific, they identify their race/ethnicity and sex along with other
information like their employment status and nationality. The probability matrices used to assign tickets
are in Appendix Tables A.1 and A.2.
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Table 1: Difference in Information Provided Across Conditions

Condition Race of Police Department Race of City
WPD-WC Between 55% and 65% White (non-Hispanic) Under 70% White (non-Hispanic)
NWPD-WC Between 5% and 15% White (non-Hispanic) Under 70% White (non-Hispanic)
WPD-NWC Between 55% and 65% White (non-Hispanic) Under 40% White (non-Hispanic)
NWPD-NWC Between 5% and 15% White (non-Hispanic) Under 40% White (non-Hispanic)

Note: Subjects saw other information about the city, its citizens, and its police department. Aside
from the race of both the population and the police department, these pieces of information were
held constant across conditions.

experiment followed a 2x2 design where we manipulated the racial composition of the police

department and the city (see Table 1).

In the conditions with a predominantly White police department (WPD), subjects were

told that the police department was “between 55% and 65% White (non-Hispanic).” In

the conditions with a non-White police department (NWPD), the officers were “between

5% and 15% White (non-Hispanic).” Subjects were also told about the race of residents

in the city. In some conditions, they were told that the residents were “under 70% White

(non-Hispanic).” With this, we expected subjects to believe they were driving through a

predominantly White city (WC). Other subjects were told that the residents were “under 40%

White (non-Hispanic).” We assumed that these subjects expected to be in a predominantly

non-White city (NWC).10 In total, there were four conditions: WPD-WC, NWPD-WC,

WPD-NWC, and WPD-NWC.

In total, three types of information were provided to all subjects: information about the

city, people in the city, and the police department in the city.11 Importantly, information

10We asked subjects to guess the percentage of City A that was White (non-Hispanic) at the end of
the experiment. On average, subjects believed that approximately 45% of the population was White when
they were in the NWC conditions. In other words, they believed that more than half of the population was
not White. They believed that approximately 55% of the population was White if they were in the WC
conditions. We did not ask subjects to guess the racial composition of the police force.

11For the first category, we told subjects about the population size, the geographic size of the city, and
the average time to get to work. For the second category, subjects learned about the average household
size, the percentage of the population who was 18 years old or older, the race and gender composition of the
population, the percentage of the population of residents over the age of 24 who had a bachelor’s degree or
higher, and median household income. Information from these two categories came from the U.S. Census
Bureau Quick Facts (https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/US/PST045221). For the last category,
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about the citizens and police department included their gender and racial composition. Some

additional information was provided so that it was not obvious that the focus of the study

was police race.12 However, aside from the racial composition of the population and the

police department, every other piece of information given about the city was held constant

across conditions.

Identifying the true probability that people with different racial and gender identities

receive speeding tickets is beyond the scope of the study. That said, to not deceive subjects

about how we were calculating ticketing probabilities, we constructed demographic-specific

estimates of ticketing probabilities at different speeds using administrative data from the

two police departments. We constructed linear monotonically increasing “ticketing prob-

abilities” using the ticketing data, American Community Survey (ACS) population data,

and information about speeding by gender and ethnicity from the second Strategic Highway

Research Program (SHRP 2) Naturalistic Driving Study. Note that the SHRP 2 does not

collect information on race (more details on the SHRP 2 and how we assigned tickets in a

probabilistic way can be found in the Appendix). Subjects were not told whether or not they

received a ticket until the end of the experiment, and this was only if round 1 was randomly

selected for payment.

4.2 Round 2: Ticketing Probability Belief Elicitation

In round 2, subjects reported their beliefs about the functional form of p(s). We asked them

to state the likelihood that they would receive a ticket if they had chosen to drive under

45 mph, 45–50 mph, 51–55 mph, 56–60 mph, 61–65 mph, 66–70 mph, and over 70 mph in

City A. To incentivize their beliefs, they were told that they would be paid based on how

subjects were told the size, gender composition, and racial composition of the police department. These data
were collected from the police departments themselves.

12In our post-experiment survey, fewer than 2% of subjects (1.9% of Black subjects) guessed that this
was an experiment about racial bias in policing. The most common belief (shared by 35% of subjects) was
that this was an experiment about risk-taking.
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close their guesses were to the probability that we had calculated.13 Subjects were never

told how accurate any of their individual guesses were. They were only told how much they

earned from this round if it was randomly chosen as the round for payment at the end of

the experiment.

4.3 Round 3: Willingness to Pay for Information About New City

and Second Speeding Simulation

We used round 3 of the experiment to quantify how much subjects were willing to pay for

information about the city and police department, helping us to understand what subjects

felt was important to make their driving decision. Subjects were given the opportunity

to choose to drive in City A again in round 3 or in a new, unnamed city, City B. Before

they made their choice, they were told that one piece of information about City B could be

revealed to them.

Subjects started round 3 with a bonus of 24 ECUs and saw a list of 12 pieces of information

about City B, which matched the type of information that they had about City A (e.g., the

racial makeup of the police department). They then entered a price (pricei) between 0 and

24 ECUs that they would be willing to pay for each piece of information. Qualtrics randomly

chose one piece of information and randomly set the price for this information (priceR). If

priceR≤ pricei, then the subject “bought” the information. The information was revealed

to the subject, and priceR was deducted from the 24 ECUs they started the round with.14

If priceR > pricei, then the subject did not buy the information, no information about City

B was shared, and they ended the round with the full 24 ECUs that they started with. This

13We used the quadratic scoring rule to calculate these bonus payments (Brier et al., 1950). The exact
equation we used to calculate these earnings, 30ECUs−0.003∗(TheirGuess−TheCorrectAnswer)2ECUs,
was revealed to subjects if they clicked a button. Otherwise, the payment scheme was described in simple
terms.

14City B was identical to City A except for the racial composition of the police department. If they were in
one of the WPD (NWPD) conditions in round 1, then City B had a predominantly non-White (White) police
department. Note that subjects only learned about the racial composition of City B’s police department if
“Race of Police Department” was randomly chosen and its price point was below what they were willing to
pay to learn about the police department’s race or if they chose City B in the next driving round.
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follows the Becker-DeGroot-Marshak mechanism (Becker, DeGroot and Marschak, 1964),

which was designed to incentive people to accurately report how much they are willing to

pay for an item.15

Subjects learned how much of the 24 ECUs they were left with. They then decided

whether they wanted to drive in City A or City B in the second driving round and repeated

the driving simulation task in their city of choice. Every subject earned 0 to 24 ECUs from

the first part of this round, and they were paid for their speeding decision only if this round

was randomly chosen.

4.4 Round 4: Measures of Risk Preference and Risky Loss Aver-

sion

We elicited information on subjects’ risk preferences, ri, using the bomb risk elicitation task

(Crosetto and Filippin, 2013). Subjects saw a grid of 10x10 boxes. They were told to imagine

that a bomb was hidden inside one randomly chosen box and were asked how many boxes

they wanted to open. Say that the bomb was inside box b. If the subject chose to open

o boxes and o < b, then the bomb was not set off. In this case, they earned 3b ECUs. If

o > b, the bomb exploded and the subject earned 0 ECUs. A risk-neutral subject will open

50 boxes,16 and a risk-averse (risk-loving) subject will open less (more) than 50 boxes.

We also included a measure of risky loss aversion from Gächter, Johnson and Herrmann

(2021). Subjects had to decide whether to accept or reject six lotteries. For each of the

lotteries, there was a coin toss. If the coin landed on heads, then the subjects lost some

ECUs, and if the coin landed on tails, then they gained 50 ECUs. In the first lottery, the

subjects risked losing 10 ECUs. The loss amount increased by 10 ECUs with each lottery.

15If subjects understated their willingness to pay, then they risked losing the chance to receive an item
they would have found worth the price. On the other hand, if they overstated their willingness to pay, then
they could end up paying for an item that they would consider overpriced. Therefore, it was in the subject’s
best interest to state their true willingness to pay.

16The expected value of opening x boxes is ((100 − x)/100) ∗ 3x + (x/100) ∗ 0. The derivative of this is
3− (6x/100), which makes x∗ = 50.
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For the first four lotteries, the expected value was always greater than zero (e.g., the

expected value of the first lottery was 20 ECUs, and the expected value of the fourth lottery

was 5 ECUs). Therefore, a risk-neutral person should accept these four lotteries. The fifth

lottery had an expected value of exactly 0 (i.e., lose 50 ECUs or gain 50 ECUs), and the

sixth lottery had an expected value of –5 ECUs (i.e., lose 60 ECUs or gain 50 ECUs).

Qualtrics randomly chose one of these lotteries for payment. If the subject had rejected

that lottery, they earned 0 ECUs. If they had accepted that lottery, they were paid based

on the realized outcome. If this round was selected for payment, the subject earned ECUs

from both the bomb risk elicitation and the one randomly chosen lottery.

4.5 Post-Experimental Survey

After subjects finished round 4, they answered demographic questions and described what

they were thinking about during round 1 as well as what they thought the experiment was

about. In addition, they answered questions about their driving experiences, including past

interactions with police officers. Many of these questions were taken from the Police-Public

Contact Survey (United States Department of Justice, 2014).

We also asked questions to elicit subjects’ attitudes toward the police. They rated how

frequently police in their neighborhood treated people “like them” the same as others, accu-

rately understood and applied the law, and made decisions based on facts. They evaluated

these statements using a Likert scale of one (almost always) to six (almost never). They also

stated how much they agreed with three statements (e.g., “the police treat everyone equally

regardless of their race”). These questions were taken from Sunshine and Tyler (2003) and

are summarized in Table 6.

Finally, we asked them six questions to determine how well they remembered what hap-

pened during the experiment and one about their perception of the city’s race. They earned

2 ECUs for each of the seven questions that they answered correctly.
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4.6 Subject Payments

Subjects were recruited from Prolific, a platform many scientists use to find participants for

their experiments (e.g., Exley and Kessler, 2022). Subjects earned 175 ECUs for completing

the study and 60 ECUs for successfully answering the questions from the ECU-to-dollar

conversion comprehension quiz. Qualtrics randomly chose one round for payment. Then

subjects had the opportunity to earn additional ECUs based on their responses to the will-

ingness to pay section of round 3 and the post-experimental survey. One hundred ECUs

were converted to $1.00. Based on subjects from our final sample, the average payment was

$3.83 and the average hourly rate was $12.78 per hour. The median completion time was

19.43 minutes.

5 Data and Balance Tests

Our experiment was hosted on Prolific.com from May 25 to July 8, 2021. Individuals who

identified themselves as either White or Black and of United States nationality on their

Prolific profiles and were between the ages of 19 and 36, inclusive, were eligible to enroll

in the experiment.17 During this time period, there were 1,629 approved submissions on

Prolific. We limited our analysis to people who completed the experiment only once, to

those whose reported race in the experiment matched their reported race on their Prolific

profile, and to those who responded to our own demographic survey as being either male or

female18 and either Black or White.

After applying these sample restrictions, our final data set consists of 1,495 individuals.

A total of 370 subjects (161 Black and 209 White) were in the White police department,

White city condition, and 377 subjects (181 Black and 196 White) were in the non-White
17We chose those ages due to the concentration of risk-taking in young adults (Hirschi and Got-

tfredson, 1983), although of course drivers under 19 are the riskiest drivers by standard metrics. See
https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/motor-vehicle/overview/age-of-driver/ (last accessed 10/27/2022). Because we
restricted the age range of eligible participants, our results on speeding behavior may not match aggregate
statistics about race and driving behavior or findings from studies like Goncalves and Mello (2021).

18People identifying themselves as trans men (women) were classified as male (female).
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police department, White city condition.19 A total of 367 subjects (160 Black and 207 White)

were in the White police department, non-White city condition and 381 subjects (161 Black

and 220 White) were in the non-White police department, non-White city condition.

To verify that our experimental sample was ultimately balanced on observable charac-

teristics, we estimated the following equation via ordinary least squares:

Demoi = α + β1NonWhiteDepartmentWhiteCityi

+ β2WhiteDepartmentNonWhiteCityi + β3WhiteDepartmentWhiteCityi + ϵi,

whereDemoi is either a subject’s age, a dummy variable for race, ethnicity, gender, birthplace

(U.S. or non-U.S.), ability to legally drive in the U.S., urbanicity of childhood home, political

affiliation, preferences over risk, or education level. The condition assignment of subject i is

indicated by the set of dummy variables indicating condition assignment. Tables 2–5 present

the unconditional mean of each demographic characteristic for subjects assigned to the WPD-

WC condition and the predicted value (α+βk) of that demographic for participants assigned

to the condition associated with βk. P-values reflect the difference between the unconditional

and predicted means, with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.

As seen in Table 2, there are some moderate differences in the race and gender distribution

across condition assignments, where between 42% to 48% identify as Black and 43% and 50%

identify as female, but only one mean difference is statistically significant. Our sample is

very balanced on age; participants in each group are approximately 28 years old, on average.

Table 3 shows that most subjects were born in the United States and were legally able to

drive in the country at the time of the study. There were no statistically significant differences

across conditions for these two dimensions. Subjects grew up in different environments:

between 12% and 20% reported growing up in a rural area, and between 15% and 19%

19Any subject who chose “Black or African American” when asked to identify their race were classified as
Black, including individuals who selected another race. Any subject who chose “White” and no other race
was classified as “White or Caucasian.”
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Table 2: Balance Test on Race, Ethnicity, Gender, and Age

WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
Black 0.44 0.48 0.44 0.42

(0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.49)
Hispanic 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02

(0.18) (0.14) (0.17) (0.14)
Woman 0.50 0.46 0.47 0.43*

(0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50)
Age 27.84 28.00 28.23 27.77

(4.94) (5.12) (4.76) (4.82)
Note: Column 1 reports the unconditional mean for each demographic characteristic for subjects
in the WPD-WC condition, with standard deviations in parentheses. For each demographic
characteristic, columns 2–4 report the predicted value in the top row with the standard deviation
in parentheses. Stars are used to represent the p-values comparing the unconditional mean to the
predicted value. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, and ***p<0.01. Subjects were asked whether or not they
identified as being of Hispanic, Latinx, or Spanish origin. If they responded yes, they were
counted as Hispanic. Subjects who selected “woman” were counted as a woman regardless of
whether they also selected another gender identity.

Table 3: Balance Test on Background

WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
U.S. Born 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97

(0.16) (0.13) (0.13) (0.17)
Legal Driver in U.S. 0.85 0.86 0.83 0.85

(0.36) (0.35) (0.37) (0.35)
Grew Up in...

Rural Area 0.20 0.12*** 0.17 0.17
(0.40) (0.32) (0.38) (0.38)

Small Town or City 0.22 0.27* 0.22 0.23
(0.41) (0.44) (0.42) (0.42)

Downtown Area of Big City 0.15 0.19 0.18 0.16
(0.36) (0.39) (0.38) (0.37)

Urban, Big, or Mid-Sized City 0.01 0.02 0.02* 0.02*
(0.07) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14)

Note: Column 1 reports the unconditional mean for each demographic characteristic for subjects
in the WPD-WC condition, with standard deviations in parentheses. For each demographic
characteristic, columns 2–4 report the predicted value in the top row with the standard deviation
in parentheses. Stars are used to represent the p-values comparing the unconditional mean to the
predicted value. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, and ***p<0.01. Subjects had the option to select “other” for
where they grew up; this category is not shown in the table.
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Table 4: Balance Test on Preferences

WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
Democrat 0.63 0.70** 0.61 0.60

(0.48) (0.46) (0.49) (0.49)
Republican 0.18 0.14* 0.19 0.17

(0.39) (0.34) (0.39) (0.37)
Independent 0.15 0.12 0.16 0.20**

(0.35) (0.32) (0.37) (0.40)
Bombs Opened 29.82 28.96 29.59 30.04

(20.35) (21.13) (20.12) (21.43)
Biggest Loss -30.75 -32.21 -32.03 -32.40

(18.08) (18.26) (19.11) (18.29)
Normal Preferences 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.80

(0.39) (0.38) (0.39) (0.40)
Note: Column 1 reports the unconditional mean for each demographic characteristic for subjects
in the WPD-WC condition, with standard deviations in parentheses. For each demographic
characteristic, columns 2–4 report the predicted value in the top row with the standard deviation
in parentheses. Stars are used to represent the p-values comparing the unconditional mean to the
predicted value. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, and ***p<0.01. Democrat includes any subject who selected
“Democrat” or “leaning Democrat,” and Republican includes any subject who selected
“Republican” or “leaning Republican.” Subjects had the option to choose “other,” “I don’t know,”
or “I prefer not to say” when asked about their political identity. Subjects who chose those
options are not included in the table.

reported growing up in the downtown area of a big city. They were significantly less likely

to be from a rural area and more likely to be from a small town or city in the NWPD-WC

condition compared to the WPD-WC condition. They were also more likely to be from an

urban, big, or mid-sized city in the WPD-NWC and NWPD-NWC conditions than in the

WPD-WC condition.

Table 4 focuses on subjects’ political affiliations and risk preferences. More than half of

our sample identified as a Democrat. Subjects in the NWPD-WC condition were significantly

more likely to be Democrats and less likely to be Republicans. On average, subjects in all

conditions opened 30 boxes in the bomb test and accepted a loss of 31–32 ECUs when

choosing between risky lotteries. At least 80% of subjects in each condition had “normal”

preferences, meaning that in round 2 they reported that the chance of getting a ticket was

weakly increasing in speed.
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As a group, our subjects were more educated than the average American (see Table

5). Between 11% and 14% had not attended any college, compared to 27.9% of the U.S.

adult population, and 22% to 26% had a master’s degree, which about 14% of the U.S.

adult population had in 2021. Like the large fraction leaning Democrat, this may affect

the generalizability of our results, but particularly for the relative number of people with

bachelor’s and master’s degrees, education levels were balanced across treatment conditions.

Subjects reported a level of confidence in police that mirrored patterns observed in the

general population.20 Black subjects generally viewed the police as less procedurally just

(rows 1–3 of Table 6) than White subjects, who were almost twice as likely to report that

police treated “people like them” the same as everyone else. Black and White subjects tended

to have similar views on distributive justice questions related to power (row 5), but White

subjects were more likely to think the police protected their interests and that the police did

not use race in their decision-making.

20See, for example, Gallup poll results from 2021 at https://news.gallup.com/poll/352304/black-
confidence-police-recovers-2020-low.aspx, last accessed 12/2/2022.
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Table 5: Balance Test on Education Level

WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
High School Graduate or GED 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.11

(0.34) (0.35) (0.31) (0.32)
Some College but No Degree 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.23

(0.38) (0.37) (0.38) (0.42)
Associate Degree 0.04 0.07 0.08** 0.06

(0.20) (0.25) (0.27) (0.23)
Bachelor’s Degree 0.38 0.37 0.35 0.33

(0.49) (0.48) (0.48) (0.47)
Master’s Degree 0.22 0.21 0.26 0.25

(0.41) (0.41) (0.44) (0.43)
Professional Degree (including DVM) 0.00 0.01 0.02** 0.01

(0.05) (0.10) (0.15) (0.11)
Doctoral Degree 0.04 0.03 0.01** 0.01**

(0.20) (0.16) (0.12) (0.11)

Note: Column 1 reports the unconditional mean for each demographic characteristic for subjects
in the WPD-WC condition, with standard deviations in parentheses. For each demographic
characteristic, columns 2–4 report the predicted value in the top row with the standard deviation
in parentheses. Stars are used to represent the p-values comparing the unconditional mean to the
predicted value. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, and ***p<0.01. Subjects had the option to select “other”
when asked about their highest educational attainment (not reported in this table).
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Table 6: Procedural Justice and Distributive Justice by Race

All Black Subjects White Subjects T-Test
Agreed that police treat people like you the same as everyone else (%) 40.47 26.55 51.56 p<0.01
Agreed that police accurately understand and apply the law (%) 36.66 29.56 42.31 p<0.01
Agreed that police make decisions based upon facts (%) 32.84 26.70 37.74 p<0.01
Agreed that police treat everyone equally regardless of their race (%) 22.34 19.91 24.28 p=0.04
Disagreed that police represent values of people in power vs. people like you (%) 20.20 19.16 21.03 p=0.37
Disagreed that police don’t protect your interests (%) 30.63 26.40 34.01 p<0.01
N 1,495 663 832

Note: These questions were taken from Sunshine and Tyler (2003). The first three items relate to procedural justice, and the last three
items relate to distributive justice. The last two questions on distributive justice are reverse coded so that “strongly disagree” or
“disagree” indicates a belief in distributive justice.
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6 Results

6.1 Differences in Speed

In round 1, subjects could choose any speed between 0 and 100 mph. On average, they

drove 48.03 mph, which is above the speed limit of 45 mph (p(48.03 = 45)<0.01). Figure

1 displays the average speed for Black and White subjects across the four conditions. On

average, Black subjects drove slower than White subjects; while Black subjects drove 46.38

mph, White subjects drove 49.35 mph (p<0.01). Black subjects did not vary their speed

significantly across conditions (F=0.42, p=0.74) and on average chose to stay fairly close

to the speed limit. On the other hand, White subjects made different choices depending

on the condition (F=3.89, p=0.01). More specifically, they chose higher speeds when the

racial makeup of the city was not concordant with the racial makeup of the city’s police

department. For example, White subjects drove 2.7 miles per hour faster (p<0.01), on

average, when they drove in a city with minority residents but a predominantly White police

department, compared to a White city patrolled by a White department. Distributions of

the reported speed by race and condition can be found in the Appendix Figures A.13–A.16.

Figure 1: Reported Speed by Condition
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To analyze how subjects responded to the conditions more rigorously, we estimated the

following equation using ordinary least squares:

SpeedOutcomei = α + β1Blacki + β2NWPDWCi + β3WPDNWCi + β4NWPDNWCi

+ β5Black ∗NWPDWCi + β6Black ∗WPDNWC + β7Black ∗NWPDNWCii + ϵi

where SpeedOutcomei is either the round 1 speed, a dummy variable for whether they

drove under the speed limit, a dummy variable for whether they drove no faster than the

speed limit, or a dummy variable for whether they drove over five miles above the speed

limit.21 We included a dummy for whether the subject is Black (Blacki), a dummy for three

of the conditions,22 and an interaction term for each condition and Blacki. These interactions

tell us if the racial difference in speeding behavior varied based on the condition.

Column 1 of Table 7 shows which factors influenced how fast subjects chose to drive.

Overall, there is no statistically significant difference in speed between Black and White

subjects in the WPD-WC condition, and there is no significant difference in speed between

the WPD-WC and NWPD-NWC for White drivers. However, similar to what we observed

in Figure 1, we find evidence that White subjects drove faster in cities where the police

department’s racial composition was different from the racial composition of the city’s pop-

ulation. They drove 1.80 mph faster when the police department was more diverse than the

city and 2.71 mph faster when the police department was less diverse than the city relative

to the WPD-WC condition. On the other hand, Black subjects drove 1.0 mph slower in the

NWPD-WC condition and less than 0.1 mph faster in the WPD-NWC conditions relative

to the WPD-WC. None of these differences are statistically significant. Because of this,

the gaps between Black and White speeds were wider in the NWPD-WC and WPD-NWC

21We chose these outcome dummies to explore the different driving approaches subjects may have taken.
Some may have chosen to drive below the speed limit, which would have guaranteed that they would not
receive a ticket. Anyone who chose to drive no more than 45 mph was complying with the law. A possible
“rule of thumb” might be that police will only ticket people driving more than 5 miles over the speed limit.
For that reason, the last outcome examines subjects who were willing to drive even faster than that.

22The omitted condition was WPD-WC.
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Table 7: Speed in Round 1

Speed Drove <45 mph Drove ≤ 45mph Drove >50 mph
Black -1.36 0.14** 0.08 0.03

(0.89) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)
NWPD-WC 1.796** -0.06 -0.05 0.07

(0.76) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04)
WPD-NWC 2.71** -0.06 -0.08 0.11**

(0.85) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04)
NWPD-NWC 0.82 0.03 0.04 0.01

(0.73) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)
Black x NWPD-WC -2.78* 0.10 0.10 -0.07

(1.32) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06)
Black x WPD-NWC -2.69* 0.06 0.10 -0.12*

(1.44) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06)
Black x NWPD-NWC -0.67 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03

(1.36) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06)
Constant 46.62*** 0.20*** 0.49*** 0.15***

(0.65) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)
N 1,495 1,495 1,495 1,495
R-squared 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.02

Note: Each regression controls for the number of boxes opened on the bomb risk elicitation task.
Robust standard deviations are reported in parentheses. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, and ***p<0.001.
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conditions relative to the gap in the WPD-WC condition.

Column 2 shows that Black subjects were 14 percentage points more likely to drive below

the speed limit than White subjects, overall, and the treatment condition did not affect the

racial gap in this behavior. Column 3 shows no significant race gap in strict legal compliance,

overall, nor are there any condition-specific effects.

Some drivers may believe that they can drive up to 5 mph over the speed limit without

drawing the attention of police officers. For this reason, we ran a regression where the

outcome was whether the subject drove above 50 mph, the results of which are in Column 4.

Overall, we do not find any significant difference in speed between Black and White subjects.

However, White subjects in the WPD-NWC condition were more likely to drive 5 mph over

the speed limit compared to White subjects in the WPD-WC condition.

It may be surprising that Black subjects did not seem to respond strongly to the rela-

tive representativeness of the police department when White subjects did; however, this is

not necessarily unprecedented in the literature. The consistency of the response of Black

subjects across contexts is consistent with both Engel (2005) and Brunson and Gau (2015).

While there is scant research on how White people form perceptions of police officers, we do

have some evidence on how they respond to non-White authority figures in predominantly

White environments. For example, ethnographic evidence from non-White teachers in White

schools describes increased pushback and disobedience from White students (Rodriguez,

2009). Similarly, other qualitative studies have shown that faculty of color at predominantly

White institutions report that White students often challenge them in the classroom (e.g.,

Stanley, 2006). In our setting, a non-White police department patrolling a White area may

lead White subjects to view those police officers as less legitimate or threatening, much like

how White students discredit non-White faculty. We will discuss this interesting finding

more in later sections.

We also conducted exploratory analyses where we examined how speeding choices varied

across Black and White subjects who shared similar beliefs or had similar experiences, and
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the results are shown in Table 8. Our substantive findings that White subjects are more

responsive to the racial composition of police departments and cities do not appear to be

based on differential past experience with police officers across race; our results are qual-

itatively similar among people who reported having police contact, had experience being

pulled over, or had actually received speeding tickets. The racial composition of the police

and city appears to have a slightly stronger impact on the behavior of people who believed

the police were unfair—particularly those who felt the police were unlikely to listen to them

or make decisions in a transparent way (procedural injustice). In particular, we find that

the Black-White differences in speeding were largest among people who did not believe the

police were procedurally fair. People who did not think the police were distributively fair—

and thus may believe that people who drive faster might not always be more likely to get a

ticket—had roughly the same responses as the general sample.
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Table 8: Subgroup Analysis of Speed

Baseline Had Police Contact Was Pulled Over Has 1+ Speeding Ticket No Procedural
Justice

No Distributive
Fairness

Black Subject -1.36 -1.109 0.906 0.819 -2.297** -0.654
(0.889) (1.171) (1.535) (1.658) (1.161) (1.133)

NWPD-WC 1.796*** 0.154 0.47 0.517 3.023** 1.673
(0.764) (0.696) (0.896) (1.085) (1.33) (1.018)

WPD-NWC 2.709*** 1.943* 0.924 1.184 3.745*** 3.148***
(0.846) (1.073) (1.08) (1.434) (1.553) (0.947)

NWPD-NWC 0.822 0.414 0.023 -0.391 0.214 0.420
(0.734) (0.837) (1.105) (1.242) (1.025) (0.779)

Black x NWPD-WC -2.785** -2.652 -4.428** -3.837* -3.582* -3.394*
(1.32) (1.759) (2.09) (2.104) (1.906) (1.816)

Black x WPD-NWC -2.693* -1.466 -4.326* -4.359 -1.912 -3.352*
(1.44) (2.004) (2.339) (2.683) (2.172) (1.820)

Black x NWPD-NWC -0.666 -0.306 -1.01 -1.446 -.051 -1.556
(1.356) (1.765) (2.461) (2.842) (1.831) (1.697)

Constant 46.62 ** 47.41 ** 47.33 ** 47.8 ** 46.98 ** 46.18 **
(0.65) (0.76) (0.97) (1.20) (0.88) (0.79)

N 1,495 820 492 381 730 800
R-Squared 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
Note: Each regression includes a control for the number of boxes opened on the bomb risk elicitation task. The dependent variable for
all five regressions is the subject’s round 1 speed. The first regression includes the whole sample. The second regression includes those
who said they had police contact. The third regression includes those who said they had been pulled over at least once. The fourth
regression includes those who reported having received at least one speeding ticket. The fifth regression includes those who never chose
“very often” or “almost always” when answering the three items related to procedural justice. The last regression includes those who
never chose “agree” or “strongly agree” when asked how much they agree with the last two statements related to distributive justice in
Table 6 and did not choose “disagree” or “strongly disagree” for the first distributive justice statement. Robust standard deviations are
reported in parentheses. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, and ***p<0.001.
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6.2 Differences in Expected Probabilities of Receiving a Ticket

The finding that White subjects chose to drive different speeds in different treatment condi-

tions directly supports the idea that there is increased legal compliance in places where the

demographics of the police department match the patrolled jurisdiction. However, it does

not tell us why these different speeds are chosen or, in particular, why White subjects chose

to drive faster when the demographics of the police department did not match the area. Nor

does it tell us why Black subjects were relatively unresponsive to the conditions and drove,

on average, slower than White subjects. One explanation for these findings could be related

to subjects’ expected probability of being punished.

According to Equations 1 and 2, subjects’ speed should depend on the probability that

they believe that they will be stopped and ticketed and how that probability varies with

speed. In round 2, we collected information about subjects’ beliefs that they would receive

a ticket when driving at various speeds.23 Because of differences in personal and historical

experiences with the police and perceptions of procedural and distributive justice, we hy-

pothesized that Black subjects may have different expectations for receiving a ticket than

White subjects, leading to different choices in round 1.

As shown in Figure 2, Black subjects thought there was a higher chance of receiving a

ticket if they drove anywhere between 45 and 60 mph compared to White subjects. They

even thought that their chances of receiving a ticket was higher than White subjects when

they were driving below the speed limit. At higher speeds, the difference in beliefs across

racial groups was not statistically significant (p=0.98 for 66 to 70 mph and p=0.54 for above

70 mph).24

23In this paper, we think beliefs help to inform actions, but we acknowledge that the relationship between
beliefs and actions is complicated, especially since beliefs can be formed or reported in order to internally or
externally justify one’s actions (Andreoni and Sanchez, 2020).

24The difference is statistically significant at 61–65 mph (p=0.02). On average, Black subjects’ expected
ticketing probability at this speed was 43.8% (se = 0.924) and White subjects’ expected ticketing probability
was 47.6% (se = 1.09). While substantively small, the standard error of the 3 percentage point difference in
these probabilities is 1.42 pp.
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Figure 2: Expected Probability of Receiving a Ticket
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While Figure 2 shows differences across race, Figure 3 shows how these racial gaps vary

based on the condition. In most cases, the racial gap is similar across treatments. We

observe the largest variation in beliefs about receiving a ticket across treatment conditions

when driving over 70 mph. To understand this, we examined within-race differences across

treatment conditions. Within race, subjects reported similar expected probabilities of tick-

eting across condition for speeds 70 mph and below (see Appendix Figures A.11 and A.12).

At the highest speed bin (over 70 mph), White subjects believed they were most likely to get

a ticket in the NWPD-NWC condition, while Black subjects believed they were most likely

to get a ticket in the WPD-WC condition. This difference creates a large racial gap in “high

speed” ticketing probability across conditions, seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Racial Gap in Expected Probability of Receiving a Ticket
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To the extent that Black and White subjects held different expectations about the proba-

bility that they would receive a ticket, this would lead Black and White subjects to drive dif-

ferent speeds in round 1. As discussed in Section 6.1, Black subjects consistently drove slower

than White subjects, and this difference is statistically significant in non-representative con-

texts even after controlling for differences in risk preferences. This finding could be driven by

Black subjects having a higher expected ticketing probability in non-representative depart-

ments than in representative departments. Alternatively, it could be because White subjects

expect to be less likely to get a ticket when departments are non-representative than when

the department is representative. Further, both statements could be true. However, we do

not find evidence that ticketing expectations vary by condition for Black or White subjects

except at extreme speeds. Therefore, differences in probabilities alone do not fully explain

our results from Section 6.1.
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6.3 Differences Between Payoff-Maximizing Speed and Selected

Speed

Based on Equations 1 and 2, differences in risk preferences and differences in the expected

cost of being stopped and ticketed could explain our main findings. To investigate these

mechanisms, we combine the elicited beliefs of ticketing probability and choices during the

bomb risk elicitation task. Assuming that subjects have a basic CRRA utility function as

described in Equation 1, with the coefficient of relative risk aversion implied by how many

“boxes” they chose to open, we identified the expected utility-maximizing speed for each

subject, if the only cost of being stopped by police was the cost of the ticket. In what

follows, we will refer to this as the optimal or utility-maximizing speed; the assumption will

always be that the cost of being stopped is only the cost of the ticket.25 Subjects were

asked to report their expected probabilities of being ticketed in 5 mph bins, so in practice

they could have one of seven possible optimal speeds, corresponding with the fastest speed

in each interval.26 Out of the 1,495 subjects, 178 drove their optimal speed, implying they

associated no un-modeled cost with interacting with a police officer.27 No subject drove

faster than their expected utility-maximizing speed.

The average optimal speeds for subjects, organized by subject race and treatment con-

dition, are displayed in Table 9. In general, subjects would maximize their expected utility

by driving 61 mph. Even though Black subjects generally thought that the probability of

being ticketed was higher than White subjects, differences in risk aversion appear to make

the optimal speeds for Black subjects slightly higher than for White subjects. The small-

est difference in optimal speed across racial groups was in the White police department in

25We acknowledge that this is our calculated optimal speed and may not be the actual optimal speed for
each subject, who may have a different utility function than what we assume.

26Subjects reported their beliefs about speeding in bins of 5 mph, starting at “under 45 mph” and ending
at “above 70 mph.” Further, they were restricted to driving from 0 mph to 100 mph. As such, the maximum
optimal speeds could only be 45, 50, 55, 50, 65, 70, or 100 mph (the fastest speed someone could report).

27If Black and White subjects have systematically different utility functions, this will also lead to level
differences, but the experimental treatment will be valid as long as the functional form of the utility function
is not dependent on the expected makeup of the police force and city.
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Table 9: Average Optimal Speed by Subject Race and Condition

All WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
All Subjects 61.28 61.24 61.39 60.85 61.65

(20.94) (20.77) (21.24) (20.81) (21.01)
Black Subjects 62.49 61.47 62.48 61.86 64.14

(22.11) (20.98) (22.07) (21.84) (23.58)
White Subjects 60.33 61.06 60.38 60.08 59.82

(19.92) (20.65) (20.44) (20.01) (18.76)
Note: Means are reported for each group, and standard deviations are in parentheses.

a White city (where Black subjects should have driven 61.5 mph and White subjects 61.1

mph), and the largest difference in optimal speed occurred in non-White cities patrolled by

non-White police (64.1 mph for Black subjects and 59.8 mph for White subjects).

Figure 4 presents the average difference between a subject’s expected utility-maximizing

speed and what they actually chose, in percentage terms. In contrast to reducing observed

differences across race and treatment condition, accounting for subject-specific variation in

risk preferences and the expected probability of punishment increases, rather than decreases,

Black-White differences in choices. That implies there is some additional factor, not included

in our CRRA utility function, that drives some of the subjects’ choice of speed. This addi-

tional factor can be interpreted as the non-financial utility loss that subjects associate with

interacting with the police.28 For Black subjects, this cost is relatively high and indepen-

dent of the racial composition of the police department and the city. Alternatively, Black

and White subjects could map speed, beliefs about being ticketed, and risks into utility in

fundamentally different ways. In either case, Black and White subjects do not respond the

same way to the racial composition of the police force.

Black subjects chose to drive between 17% and 20% slower than optimal; as in our

previous results, the behavior of Black subjects was relatively constant across treatment

conditions. White subjects, in general, drove closer to their expected utility-maximizing

28We recognize that subjects are participating in an experiment and are not interacting with police
officers in real life at that moment. However, we did encourage subjects to imagine that they were driving
and would encounter the police in this hypothetical scenario. Admittedly, when we asked subjects what they
were thinking of during round 1, very few mentioned a fear of the police or topics related to police brutality.
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speeds. If we assume that deviations from the optimal speed capture the non-financial costs

of being stopped and ticketed by the police, this implies that compared to White subjects,

Black subjects perceived higher non-financial costs. White subjects expected the least costly

police interactions to occur when a majority non-White city was patrolled by a White police

force, and the most costly to be when a White police department patrolled a White city.

The largest racial gap in deviation from “optimal” behavior occurred in treatment conditions

with non-representative police departments.

Figure 4: Percentage Deviation from Optimal Speed by Condition
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Note: The percentage deviation from optimal speed is based on the difference between a respondent’s chosen speed and the
speed that would produce their highest possible expected utility (if police interactions held no non-financial costs), based on
their reported expectation of a ticket at that speed and decision in the bomb risk elicitation task. This difference is then
divided by their expected utility-maximizing speed.

6.4 Subjects’ Reported Thoughts and Revealed Preferences

In our experiment, we use two approaches to get a better sense of the non-financial variables

(e.g., the emotional cost of interacting with the police) that subjects were considering when

making their speeding choices. First, we asked subjects how much they were willing to pay
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for different pieces of information about hypothetical City B in round 3. Second, we analyzed

their responses when we asked them what they were thinking about when they were making

their decision about how fast to drive in round 1.29

Subjects’ revealed preferences for information about police race are reported in Table

10. Black subjects were, in general, willing to pay more for information about City B than

White subjects (see Appendix Table A.3). On average, they were willing to pay 3 ECUs

more than White subjects to learn the race of a police department (p<0.01). However,

their willingness to pay to learn about race did not vary substantively or significantly across

treatment conditions (F=0.36, p=0.79). At least 10% of all Black subjects thought learning

the police department’s racial composition was the most valuable thing, and those initially

exposed to the NWPD-NWC condition were 30% more likely to pay the most to learn about

this particular city feature than those in other treatment conditions (see Figure 5).30

29Two research assistants independently read and coded subjects’ open-ended responses. During the start
of the coding, the authors decided the final outcome when there was disagreement about coding between the
research assistants. Later, the research assistants handled disagreements by discussing the issue together.

30We calculated the percentage of subjects who were willing to pay more to learn about the racial compo-
sition of the police department than any other piece of information about the police, the city, or its citizens.
If a subject was willing to pay an equal amount to learn about the police department’s racial composition
and a second piece of information, they were not counted as subjects who were willing to pay the most for
police racial information.
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Figure 5: Fraction of Subjects Who Paid the Most for Police Racial Information
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Note: We calculated the fraction of subjects who were willing to pay more to learn about the racial composition of the police
department than any other piece of information about the police, the city, or its citizens. If a subject was willing to pay an
equal amount to learn about the police department’s racial composition and a second piece of information, they were not
counted as subjects who were willing to pay the most for police racial information.

White subjects were always willing to pay less than Black subjects to learn about race but

were willing to pay slightly more when initially assigned to police departments that were non-

representative versus representative. As shown in Figure 5, 5% of White subjects exposed

to the WPD-NWC condition and 4% exposed to the NWPD-WC condition were willing to

pay the most of their ECUs to learn about department race, a 30% to 60% increase relative

to the 3% of subjects exposed to the WPD-WC and NWPD-NWC conditions. Both of these

measures suggest that the police department’s racial composition was more important to

White subjects when their initially assigned department was presented as non-representative.

There is some evidence that subjects who were willing to pay the most to learn about a

department’s racial composition were also more sensitive to the context in which they were

asked to make decisions. Limiting our sample to the 1,028 subjects who were willing to

pay a positive amount to learn the police department’s race yields substantively identical

results to our full sample. However, focusing on the 242 subjects willing to pay more than

12 ECUs (the 75th percentile of positive values of willingness to pay) suggests that these
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White subjects are even more responsive to treatment condition. We also find that Black

subjects who were willing to pay at least 12 ECUs chose to drive 3.5 mph faster in White

cities that were patrolled by a non-White versus White police department, suggesting that

for these individuals, the expected costs of driving in a White city depended on the racial

composition of the police force (full results available on request).

Our analysis of subjects’ reported thoughts during round 1 allowed us to further investi-

gate how strongly they considered the racial composition of police departments when making

their speeding decisions. As seen in Figure 6, excluding the other category, the most com-

mon topics discussed were the speed limit, getting a ticket, and the size of the city for both

Black and White subjects. While the racial composition of the police department appears

not to be the top thought on subjects’ mind, we do find that Black subjects mentioned the

racial composition of the police department 12% of the time, which was twice as often as

White subjects.

Figure 6: Subjects’ Self-Reported Thoughts During Round 1
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While self-reported, the subject’s recollections of their thoughts comport with their pref-

erences as revealed during the experiment. As Table 10 shows, the 130 subjects who reported

thinking about the police department’s racial composition were willing to pay twice as much
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to learn about it as other subjects (10.83 versus 5.45 ECUs). There are differences in how

reported thoughts are related to revealed preferences across racial groups. Relative to Black

subjects who did not report thinking about the racial composition of police departments,

Black subjects who did were willing to pay 4.2 ECUs more to learn about it for City B’s

police department. White subjects who reported thinking about racial composition were

willing to pay 5.8 ECUs more than White subjects who did not have this on their minds.

This is particularly striking given that White subjects were willing to pay less for informa-

tion overall. Taken together, this suggests that White subjects who were conscious of police

race were more behaviorally responsive to this information than Black subjects. Additional

information about subjects’ willingness to pay for information can be found in Appendix

Table A.3.31

31While they were willing to pay more for all information about City B thanWhite subjects, Black subjects
were slightly less likely to choose to switch cities—although the cross-race differences were statistically
insignificant. White subjects were slightly more likely to switch if they were originally assigned to the
NWPD-NWC condition.
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Table 10: Willingness to Pay for Information About Racial Composition of Police Department

All WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC Thought About
PD Race

Did Not Think About
PD Race

All Subjects 5.92 6.00 5.60 6.45 5.64 10.83 5.45
(6.80) (6.92) (6.82) (7.01) (6.43) (7.10) (6.58)

Black Subjects 7.64 7.16 7.71 7.98 7.70 11.31 7.13
(7.22) (7.24) (7.16) (7.42) (7.12) (7.22) (7.08)

White Subjects 4.55 5.11 3.66 5.27 4.13 10.04 4.20
(6.11) (6.54) (5.88) (6.45) (5.41) (6.90) (5.89)

Note: Mean willingness to pay in ECUs are reported for each group. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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6.5 How Do Black and White Subjects Expect Officers to Behave?

Finally, in order to further investigate whether our results were driven by varying expecta-

tions of what police officers would do in different contexts, we conducted a follow-up survey

on Prolific in August 2023. In this survey, 423 Black and 696 White subjects were asked to

evaluate how likely police were to make various decisions during traffic stops.32 The hypo-

thetical situations mirrored what our experimental subjects may have been picturing, but

their compensation did not depend on their responses.33 Subjects were asked to think about

a driver of their own race and were randomly asked about a White or non-White police

officer in a predominately White city (e.g. Seattle) or predominately non-White city (e.g.

Baltimore).34 A full list of scenarios is provided in Appendix Table A.4.

Subject responses, summarized in Table 11,35 were highly consistent with Figure 5 and

Table 10. Black subjects always felt Black drivers would receive more favorable treatment

from non-White officers, and in non-White cities. White subjects also expect some differ-

ences in decisions made by White and non-White officers interacting with a White driver,

but the importance of officer race, and police department representation, was less impor-

tant, both substantively and statistically, than for Black subjects. Overall, though, Black

subjects were less optimistic about having a favorable outcome (i.e., receiving a warning,

not receiving a ticket, and being spoken to in a respectful manner) than White subjects.

Notably, the finding that Black subjects were less optimistic that Black drivers would be

32If a subject in our Black sessions did not self-identify as Black in the survey, then they were excluded
from this analysis. Only subjects who self-identified as White in the survey (and no other race or ethnicity)
were included in this analysis. These categorizations were made to stay consistent with how we categorized
subjects in the experiment.

33Subjects who correctly answered at least two of the three attention check questions were given $2.40
for completing the survey, regardless of how they responded to the hypothetical situations. Everyone who
finished the survey correctly answered two or more of the attention check questions.

34Note that we conducted a pilot with 50 Black subjects and 50 White subjects. In the pilot, subjects
could also be randomly assigned to a condition where they were asked about a hypothetical driver who did
not share their own race. We found this data less relevant and removed these conditions from the main
survey.

35In the interest of space, we present responses to these three questions, which are closely related to our
experiment and the notable findings in Voigt et al. (2017). Responses to all questions are in Appendix Table
A.5
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Table 11: Survey Responses to Likelihood of Selected Outcomes Occurring

All WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
“The police officer will be nice and just give the driver a warning.”
Black Subjects 2.70 2.44 2.74 2.63 2.95

(0.94) (0.96) (0.96) (0.87) (0.91)
White Subjects 3.10 3.16 3.13 3.19 2.91

(0.75) (0.77) (0.70) (0.80) (0.70)
“The driver will receive a speeding ticket.”
Black Subjects 3.89 4.13 3.91 3.91 3.66

(0.87) (0.87) (0.83) (0.83) (0.90)
White Subjects 3.41 3.23 3.51 3.31 3.62

(0.77) (0.77) (0.72) (0.74) (0.79)
“The police officer will speak to the driver in a respectful manner.”
Black Subjects 3.10 2.86 3.22 3.00 3.29

(0.89) (0.96) (0.86) (0.82) (0.87)
White Subjects 3.74 3.73 3.84 3.72 3.70

(0.79) (0.78) (0.65) (0.85) (0.83)
Note: Subjects could choose “definitely won’t happen,” “probably won’t happen,” “might or
might not happen,” “probably will happen,” or “definitely will happen” using a slider bar. Each of
these choices were coded as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

spoken to in a respectful manner than White subjects were about White drivers is consistent

with the Gallup poll conducted after George Floyd’s murder that found racial differences in

expectations of respectful treatment by the police.36

If Black subjects in the survey thought non-White officers would treat them better than

White officers and non-White cities were better than White cities, why did Black subjects

in the experiment drive similar speeds, regardless of the context? One explanation is that

Black subjects in our experiment felt that non-White officers would treat them differently

than White officers (in terms of behavior aside from issuing a ticket or warning), much like

our Black subjects in the survey seemed to believe. However, they still may have thought

that any officer would not treat them as well as they liked, so they chose to barely speed in

all four conditions to minimize the likelihood of a (hypothetical) interaction with the police.

36See https://news.gallup.com/poll/316571/black-americans-police-retain-local-presence.aspx.
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7 Conclusion

In every civilian encounter, police officers must demonstrate the capacity to use enough force

to obtain compliance and the credibility to use that coercive force in a way that is legitimate,

just, and consistent with the rule of law. When considered in the context of the history of

policing and racial oppression in the United States, ensuring that the racial composition of

the police force reflects that of the patrolled community may be very important in helping

individual officers to strike that balance. Even further, to the extent that having a police

department reflect the demographic makeup of a city increases the legitimacy of the police,

scholars have postulated that this increased legitimacy can simultaneously reduce crime.

In this study, we explored how changing the racial composition of a police force relative

to the local city affected how Black and White subjects made decisions about violating traffic

laws. We did find that, consistent with Tyler (1990), there was more compliance with speed

limits when police departments and cities had similar racial compositions. This is driven

by White subjects, who consistently chose to drive faster in cities when the police did not

represent the community.

The effects of representation on legal compliance are modest but non-trivial. To quantify

how racial representation on a police force affects legal compliance, we used our experiment

to estimate a two-stage least squares model in which how fast subjects chose to drive was

a function of how White (or non-White) the subjects believed the city to be, and where

being assigned to a representative police department (WPD-WC or NWPD-NWC) was an

instrument for beliefs about the city’s racial composition.37 Conditional on subject’s risk

preferences, our data suggest that a 10% increase in the representativeness of a police de-

partment is associated with a 2.5% (se = 0.09 percentage points, p<0.01) reduction in the

speed at which White subjects drive. For Black subjects, the relationship between speed and

representation is less obvious and implies a smaller, imprecisely estimated 1.4% ( se = 2.2

37We re-coded subjects’ beliefs about what fraction of the city was White so that if assigned to a NWPD
condition, an increase in their responses meant the city looked more like the police department.
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percentage points, p=0.50) increase in speed associated with a 10% increase in representa-

tiveness.

Most notably, among White subjects, a simple complier analysis (Marbach and Hangart-

ner, 2020) suggests that White subjects whose decision to speed was impacted by their

treatment condition were willing to pay approximately 2 more ECUs for information on po-

lice race than people who always or never sped. In contrast, Black subjects whose decision to

speed was affected by their treatment condition were actually willing to pay approximately

4.5 fewer ECUs than always or never takers. While highly imprecise, this is suggestive evi-

dence that among Black subjects, interest in the police race is likely inframarginal to legal

compliance but may be consequential for the legal compliance of White subjects.

Our results suggest that Black subjects expect encounters with police officers to be costly,

over and above any financial penalty for unlawful behavior. In general, they reported the

probability of receiving a ticket to be higher than White subjects at all but the highest

speeds. Adjusting for this difference, along with each subject’s risk preferences, however, still

suggests that Black subjects expect substantially larger utility losses than White subjects

when interacting with the police, and this does not appear to be affected by the police force’s

racial composition. This finding is consistent with qualitative evidence (e.g., Brunson and

Gau, 2015) that civilians do not necessarily expect officers of different races to treat them

differently.

At the same time, while Black subjects did not change their behavior in response to

changes in the racial composition of the police force, they did care and thought about it.

They were willing to pay more than White subjects to learn about the racial composition and

were more likely to report thinking about the race of the police when choosing their speed.

Black subjects from the follow-up survey reported expectations that police officer race, and

the racial makeup of the city that officer patrolled, impacts officer-civilian interactions. At

the same time, this attentiveness to department race appeared to be inframarginal to Black

subjects’ decisions about rule compliance.
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Our experiment confirms that the non-financial cost of interacting with the police is

higher for Black people than for White people, and our survey suggests Black people ex-

pect better treatment from non-White police officers. We also find that increased racial

representation in local police forces can lead to increased legal compliance, which was one

of the expectations of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing when they rec-

ommended diversifying police departments. Importantly, this is driven by changes in White

subjects’ behavior. These findings support the assertion that there is a positive social return

to representative police departments, although even this may not eliminate racial gaps in the

expected utility loss associated with encountering the police. At the same time, our survey

also reveals racial gaps in how subjects responded to hypothetical, unincentivized, driving

situations versus incentivized driving decisions. Resolving this issue is a matter for future

research.
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Appendix

A Calculating Ticket Probabilities with the Second Strate-

gic Highway Research Program

We began with data from the two city police departments, which included the race and gender

of drivers who had been issued a speeding ticket by officers from that police department.

We then used the American Community Survey (ACS) to determine the number of Black

women, Black men, White women, and White men who resided in each city. We scaled our

ACS population estimates by the probability that people in each group drove different speeds

on any given trip. This probability was estimated using data from the Strategic Highway

Research Program (SHRP 2) Naturalistic Driving Study.38 We used these two values to

approximate how likely Hispanic and non-Hispanic men and women were to drive 0 to more

than 30 miles over the speed limit, in 5 mph intervals, during any given trip.

With all of this information, we estimated the probability that subjects would receive a

ticket based on their demographics and chosen speed. Since the SHRP 2 records ethnicity,

rather than race, we used Hispanic behavior for Black residents and non-Hispanic behavior

for White residents. While obviously incorrect, this allowed us to accurately tell subjects

that we were using demographic information in assigning ticketing probabilities. We then

used these gender-race-city-specific probabilities to estimate a linear relationship between

mph over the speed limit and ticketing probability and used the predicted values from that

regression to determine whether or not a subject received a ticket.

38Beginning in 2012, study participants in six sites had their speed and location tracked, allowing
the SHRP 2 researchers to determine the maximum actual speed and maximum posted speed limit dur-
ing each trip. More information about the SHRP 2 Naturalistic Driving Study can be found here:
https://insight.shrp2nds.us/home/index.
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Table A.1: Ticketing Probabilities (%) for WPD Conditions

Black Women Black Men White Women White Men
<45 mph 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
45–50 mph 15.41 28.63 7.33 13.32
51–55 mph 30.83 57.26 14.66 26.65
56–60 mph 46.24 85.89 22.00 39.97
61–65 mph 66.66 99.90 29.33 53.30
66–70 mph 77.07 99.90 36.66 66.62
>70 mph 92.49 99.90 43.99 79.95

Table A.2: Ticketing Probabilities (%) for NWPD Conditions

Black Women Black Men White Women White Men
<45 mph 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
45–50 mph 0.15 0.33 0.09 0.39
51–55 mph 0.30 0.65 0.17 0.78
56–60 mph 0.45 0.98 0.26 1.17
61–65 mph 0.60 1.30 0.35 1.56
66–70 mph 0.75 1.63 0.43 1.95
>70 mph 0.90 1.95 0.52 2.34

Table A.3: Average Willingness to Pay for Information About City B (in ECUs)

Black Subjects White Subjects
Population Size 5.48 4.09
Size of City 5.51 3.93

Average Time to Get to Work
(For Those 16 Years Old or Older) 5.10 2.85

Average Household Size 4.03 2.07
Percent of Population Who Is

18 Years Old or Older 5.00 2.92

Gender of Population 5.36 3.01
Race of Population 7.19 5.01

Percent of Population Over 24
Years Old With Bachelor’s Degree

or Higher
5.21 3.41

Median Household Income 5.41 3.73
Size of Police Department 7.29 6.56

Gender of Police Department 5.89 3.95
Race of Police Department 7.64 4.55

Note: The numbers shown in the table are in ECUs. Subjects could choose to pay between
0 and 24 ECUs for each piece of information.
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Table A.4: Hypothetical Police Encounter Questions

Suppose a [Black/White] driver gets stopped for speeding 10 mph over the speed limit in a predominantly
[non-White city (ex. Baltimore)/White city (ex. Seattle)] by a [non-White/ White] police officer.

How likely do you think it is that each outcome will occur?
Definitely

won’t happen
Probably

won’t happen
Might or might
not happen

Probably
will happen

Definitely
will happen

The police officer will be nice
and just give the driver a warning. o o o o o
The police officer will ask the
driver why they were speeding and
take that into consideration. o o o o o
The driver will receive a speeding ticket. o o o o o
The driver’s car will be searched. o o o o o
The driver will be searched
(i.e., the police officer will pat them down). o o o o o
The driver will be arrested. o o o o o
The police officer will ask the driver to
step out of their car. o o o o o
The police officer will speak to the driver
in a respectful manner. o o o o o
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Table A.5: Survey Responses to Likelihood of Outcomes Occurring

All WPD-WC NWPD-WC WPD-NWC NWPD-NWC
“The police officer will be nice and just give the driver a warning.”
Black Subjects 2.70 2.44 2.74 2.63 2.95

(0.94) (0.96) (0.96) (0.87) (0.91)
White Subjects 3.10 3.16 3.13 3.19 2.91

(0.75) (0.77) (0.70) (0.80) (0.70)
”The police officer will ask the driver why they were speeding and take that into consideration.”
Black Subjects 3.29 2.98 3.30 3.28 3.55

(1.06) (1.12) (1.16) (0.96) (0.94)
White Subjects 3.59 3.53 3.60 3.58 3.65

(0.84) (0.88) (0.86) (0.77) (0.86)
“The driver will receive a speeding ticket.”
Black Subjects 3.89 4.13 3.91 3.91 3.66

(0.87) (0.87) (0.83) (0.83) (0.90)
White Subjects 3.41 3.23 3.51 3.31 3.62

(0.77) (0.77) (0.72) (0.74) (0.79)
“The driver’s car will be searched.”
Black Subjects 3.12 3.40 3.06 3.28 2.80

(1.01) (1.02) (0.98) (0.91) (1.01)
White Subjects 2.08 1.90 2.04 2.05 2.31

(0.81) (0.77) (0.79) (0.80) (0.82)
“The driver will be searched (i.e., the police officer will pat them down).”
Black Subjects 3.14 3.43 3.11 3.21 2.87

(1.04) (1.02) (1.07) (0.92) (1.08)
White Subjects 2.07 1.87 2.07 2.04 2.30

(0.82) (0.79) (0.78) (0.80) (0.85)
“The driver will be arrested.”
Black Subjects 2.72 3.03 2.46 2.94 2.45

(1.01) (1.00) (0.98) (0.95) (0.96)
White Subjects 1.79 1.63 1.80 1.73 1.98

(0.79) (0.71) (0.77) (0.79) (0.86)
“The police officer will ask the driver to step out of their car.”
Black Subjects 3.33 3.67 3.24 3.50 2.95

(0.99) (0.91) (0.95) (0.99) (0.95)
White Subjects 2.28 2.12 2.37 2.21 2.45

(0.85) (0.83) (0.80) (0.88) (0.85)
“The police officer will speak to the driver in a respectful manner.”
Black Subjects 3.10 2.86 3.22 3.00 3.29

(0.89) (0.96) (0.86) (0.82) (0.87)
White Subjects 3.74 3.73 3.84 3.72 3.70

(0.79) (0.78) (0.65) (0.85) (0.83)

Note: Subjects could choose “definitely won’t happen,” “probably won’t happen,” “might or
might not happen,” “probably will happen,” or “definitely will happen” using a slider bar. Each of
these choices were coded as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Standard deviations are in parentheses.59



Figure A.1: Screenshot of Introduction to Round 1
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Figure A.2: Screenshot of Round 1: About the City

Figure A.3: Screenshot of Round 1: About the People in the City (Shown: NWC)

Figure A.4: Screenshot of Round 1: About the Police Department in the City (Shown:
WPD)
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Figure A.5: Screenshot of Round 1: Speed Decision
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Figure A.6: Screenshot of Round 2: Instructions
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Figure A.7: Screenshot of Round 2: Beliefs
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Figure A.8: Screenshot of Bomb Task
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Figure A.9: Screenshot of Risky Loss Aversion
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Figure A.10: Screenshot of Payment Screen (an Example)

Figure A.11: Black Subjects’ Expected Probability of Receiving a Ticket
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Figure A.12: White Subjects’ Expected Probability of Receiving a Ticket
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Figure A.13: Speed Distribution in White Police, White City
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Figure A.14: Speed Distribution in Non-White Police, White City
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Figure A.15: Speed Distribution in White Police, Non-White City
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Figure A.16: Speed Distribution in Non-White Police, Non-White City
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